Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Small Appliances**

---

**$149.99**

All-Clad 4 Quart Slow Cooker with Black Ceramic Insert

This All-Clad ceramic slow cooker lets you prepare home-cooked meals on any schedule, with a 26-hour programmable timer and quality construction, warm, low, and high temperature settings offer flexible cooking times. With a dishwasher-safe insert and lid this slow cooker is easy to clean and maintain.

Features:
- Sturdy Polished Stainless Steel Body
- Removable Black Ceramic Insert
- Glass Lid

Model/Product #1500632311
UPC - 010942218340

---

**$129.99**

All-Clad Stainless Steel Classic Round Waffle Maker

Bake amazing quality round-shaped waffles measuring 6.5” in diameter by 1/2” thick. Simply pour in the batter, close the lid, and turn the knob to choose from seven browning levels according to your taste. The waffle maker’s advanced heating technology ensures consistent baking and browning, while its steam-release system prevents condensation from building-up.

- Non-Stick Cooking Surface for Easy Cleanup
- Polished Stainless Steel With Die-Cast Handle
- 2-Year Warranty

Model/Product #8400000928
UPC - 011644007096

---

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$99.99

All-Clad Stainless Steel Immersion Blender

All-Clad handheld immersion blender is a great kitchen friend which will make fast work of everyday food-prep tasks. Use the versatile tool for blending smoothies, pureeing large batches of soup, making baby food, mixing cake batter, or whipping up homemade mayonnaise or salad dressings in seconds. It can even be used to quickly chop any type of nuts. The immersion blender provides an easy-grip ergonomic handle, and simple thumb-activated control buttons for one-handed convenience and a beautiful design. You just have to choose between power and turbo settings, with pulse for added control. With its powerful motor and variable speed control dial, the blender takes on small and large batches alike.

- Extra-Long 9-1/4” Shaft
- Stainless-Steel Guard Around the Blade Prevents Splatters
- Shaft Detaches from Handle for Easy Cleaning and Compact Storage

Model/Product #840000925
UPC - 010942212300
Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

### Small Appliances

**$59.99  Hamilton Beach Toastation Toaster & Oven Black**

This Toaster creates more cooking versatility in less space. Quickly bake and heat your favorite foods.
- Toasts up to 30% faster
- Extra-wide top toasting slot
- Toast shade selector
- Spacious interior

Model/Product #22720  
UPC - 040094227204

**$39.99  Hamilton Beach Classic Chrome 2 Slice Toaster**

This Toaster includes a bagel setting that toasts the cut side and warms the round side.
- 4 toasting functions
- Extra-wide slots
- Easy-clean crumb tray
- Auto shutoff

Model/Product #22790  
UPC - 040094227907

**$54.99  Hamilton Beach Classic Chrome 4 Slice Toaster**

This Toaster includes bagel technology toasts the cut side warms the round side.
- One-touch smart functions
- Auto shutoff
- Extra-wide slots
- Cord wrap for easy storage
- Easy-clean crumb trays

Model/Product #24790  
UPC - 040094247905

---

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Small Appliances**

**$69.99**  
Hamilton Beach Super Sear Indoor Grill

This Indoor Grill sears meat for moist, tender results.

- Grills Meals In Under 10 Minutes
- Fat Drains Into Removable Drip Tray
- 100 Square Inch Nonstick Surface
- Illuminated Sear Button

Model/Product #25331  
UPC - 040094253319

**$89.99**  
Hamilton Beach Flavor Searing Indoor Grill

The high searing temperature on this Flavor Searing Indoor Grill locks in juices & flavor.

- Removable Hood Plate & Drip Tray are Dishwasher Safe
- Removable Nonstick Plate
- Adjustable Temperature Control
- Power & Preheat Lights

Model/Product #25360  
UPC - 040094253609

**$59.99**  
Hamilton Beach Panini Press Gourmet Sandwich Maker

Grills sandwiches of any thickness

- 12 X 8.5 Inch Nonstick Grids
- Power & Preheat Lights
- Floating Lid With Lock Upright Storage Design
- Recipes Included

Model/Product #25450  
UPC - 040094254507
$54.99  Hamilton Beach Double Breakfast Sandwich Maker

It’s quick and easy to make 1 or 2 sandwiches. Use your own fresh ingredients including eggs, cheese and more. Clean up is easy; all removable parts are dishwasher safe.

- Ready to Cook in 5 Minutes
- Timer with Audible Tone
- Recipes Included

Model/Product #25490
UPC - 040094254903

$64.99  Hamilton Beach Belgian Waffle Maker

The Belgian Waffle Maker flips for thick, fluffy waffles.

- Removable Dishwasher Safe Grids & Drip Tray
- Stainless Steel Housing
- Adjustable Browning Control
- Power On & Ready To Cook Indicator Lights
- Cool-Touch Handle
- Folds For Easy Storage

Model/Product #26030
UPC - 040094260300

$149.99  Hamilton Beach Countertop Oven With Convection & Rotisserie

This Countertop Oven fits two 12” pizzas, two 9” x 13” casseroles and two cake pans. Revolving rotisserie convection setting, bake & broil settings with 2 hour timer.

Includes:
- 2 Cooking Racks
- 2 Baking Pans
- Broiler Rack
- Rotisserie Accessories

Model/Product #31103
UPC - 040094311033
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Small Appliances**

$79.99 Hamilton Beach Convection Toaster Oven

This Toaster has an auto-advance rack and convection that cooks food more evenly. Fits a large 12 inch pizza or 6 slices of bread

- Curved Glass Door
- Toast, Bake And Broil Settings
- 30 Minute Timer With Ready Bell
- Bake Pan And Broil Rack Included
- Removable Slide-Out Crumb Tray

Model/Product #31331
UPC - 040094313310

$79.99 Hamilton Beach 6 Slice Convection Toaster Oven

This Toaster was designed for easy access and features convection that cooks food more evenly. It saves time and energy. Fits a large 12 inch pizza or 6 slices of bread

- Large Curved Glass Door
- Toast Bake & Broil Settings
- “Stay On” Setting
- 30 Minute Timer With Ready Bell
- Bake Pan and Broil Rack Included
- Removable Slide-Out Crumb Tray

Model/Product #31333
UPC - 040094313334
**Small Appliances**

**$79.99**

**Hamilton Beach Set & Forget® 6 Qt. Programmable Slow Cooker**

Reduce messy spills with the clip-tight gasket lid. There are 3 choices for easy automatic cooking: probe, program and manual. The Roast thermometer probe displays the actual temperature of meat as it cooks.

- Full-Grip Handles
- Power Interrupt Protection
- Perfect for a 6 lb. Chicken or A 4 lb. Roast

Model/Product #33969  
UPC - 040094339693

**$54.99**

**Hamilton Beach 8 Cup Immersion Heater Deep Fryer**

This Deep Fryer cooks faster than the leading competitor. It cooks 6 cups of French Fries or chicken tenders. It includes a cool-touch side viewing window, lift basket to drain food while lid is closed, power on and ready lights and an adjustable temperature.

- 8 Cup Oil Capacity
- Fast Frying & Heat-Up
- Removable Immersed Heating Element
- Removable Lid
- Enamel-Coated Oil Tank

Model/Product #35021  
UPC - 040094350216

**$59.99**

**Hamilton Beach 20 Cup Digital Rice Cooker & Hot Cereal Cooker**

Make 4 to 20 cups of oatmeal, rice, grits and more, delay start makes breakfast and meal planning easier, use your own recipes, packaged pasta and rice mixes, automatically shifts to warm after cooking is completed. Touch pad options: white rice, quick rice, whole grain, hot cereals, steam cook and heat/simmer.

- Removable Liner and Lid are Dishwasher Safe
- 11.42"h x 11.3"w x 10.59"d

Model/Product #37543  
UPC - 040094375431

Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)
Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Small Appliances**

$69.99 Hamilton Beach 3-In-One Grill/Griddle

Included are 2 reversible grids and 2 cooking areas with adjustable heat.

- Double-Sided Grids Offer 3 Cooking Options
- Dishwasher Safe Removable Grids
- Center Grease Channel
- Dishwasher Safe Grease Tray
- Pfoa-Free Durable Nonstick Grids 180 Sq. In.
- Nonstick, Dishwasher Safe Cooking Surface

Model/Product #38546
UPC - 040094385461

$64.99 Hamilton Beach 42-Cup Coffee Urn

This 42 Cup Coffee Urn features a brewing speed of one cup per minute. It includes a water-level indicator with a ready-to-serve light.

- Removable Cord
- Glossy Aluminum Finish
- Comfortable Handles
- Twist-Lock Lid
- Dishwasher Safe Lid
- Brew Basket

Model/Product #40515
UPC - 040094405152

$99.99 Hamilton Beach Espresso Maker

This Espresso Maker creates cafe quality results with a no-fuss milk Frother that lets you enjoy cappuccino too.

- Powerful 15-Bar Italian Pump
- Simple Push-Button Operation
- Easy-Fill Removable Water Reservoir
- Works with Easy Serving Espresso Pods or Ground Coffee

Model/Product #40715
UPC - 040094407156

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$69.99

Hamilton Beach Brewstation® Summit Ultra 12 Cup Coffeemaker

Nothing to spill, break or burn.

The Hamilton Beach BrewStation® coffee maker offers convenient one-hand dispensing without a conventional glass carafe. There’s no pouring or spills, and nothing fragile to break and replace. Best of all, there’s nothing to give your coffee that scorched flavor, so “Your last cup tastes as fresh as the first.” An enclosed brewing system and gentle keep-warm heater ensure that coffee holds in heat and flavor for hours. You make coffee the way you always have, brewing the full pot and dispensing just one cup at a time. If you’re serious about great-tasting coffee, the bestselling BrewStation® coffee maker is a must.

- Coffee stays fresher longer - no hot plate to scorch coffee flavor
- Versatile brewing - choose from bold, regular, small batch, or iced coffee
- One-hand dispensing - no carafe
- No pouring
- No spills
- Adjustable auto shutoff - customizable from 0-4 hours
- Programmable clock/timer
- Insulated tank helps prevent heat and flavor from escaping to keep coffee fresh
- Never break another glass carafe

Model/Product #48465
UPC - 040094484652
$84.99 Hamilton Beach The Scoop 2-Way Brewing Coffeemaker

There are 2 ways to brew - single cup or full pot, use your favorite ground coffee. It can brew up to 14 ounces in travel mug.

- 12 Cup Glass Carafe
- Regular or Bold Brew Strength
- Automatic Pause & Serve
- One Cup Single Serve
- Also Uses Senseo Coffee Pods
- Programmable Timer with Automatic Shutoff
- Unique Scoop Filter Measures And Filters Coffee
- Travel Mug Not Included

Model/Product #49980Z
UPC - 040094499809

$94.99 Hamilton Beach 2-Way Flexbrew Coffeemaker

Versatile brewing allows just a single cup or a full pot to be brewed. It can brew up to 14 oz. in a travel mug or adjust to fit a shorter cup.

- Compatible With K-Cup® Packs Or Ground Coffee
- Brews 1 to 12 Cups
- Regular or Bold Brew Strength
- Programmable Timer with 2 Hour Automatic Shutoff
- Automatic Pause & Serve
- Travel Mug Not Included

Model/Product #49983
UPC - 040094499830
Hamilton Beach Mybrew Single Serve Coffeemaker

$54.99

This Coffee Maker offers better coffee extraction for great-tasting coffee. The adjustable cup rest allows you to brew into a cup or up to 10 oz. into a travel mug.

- Compatible With All K-Cup® Packs or Ground Coffee
- Travel Mug Not Included

Model/Product #49995R
UPC - 040094499953

Hamilton Beach Stay Or Go Blender With Travel Cups

$49.99

This Blender is great for food and drinks. It has a size for every job and includes 8 pieces, providing a blending variety. 650 watt peak-power motor, pulse action for chopping control, dishwasher safe no-shatter Tritan jars.

Includes:
- Two 16 oz. Travel Cups with Drinking Lids
- One 32 oz. Jar with Lid
- One 8 oz. Grinding Cup with Shaker Lid

Model/Product #52400
UPC - 040094524006

Hamilton Beach Smoothie Smart™ Blender Black

$49.99

This Blender features patented ice sabre® blades and a patented wave action system. The lid, blades and jar are all dishwasher safe.

- 40 oz. Glass Jar Included
- One-Touch Smoothie
- Press Once For Automatic Cycle
- 5 Blending Functions Plus Pulse
- 700 Watts Peak Power
- No-Mess Pouring Spout
- Durable Motor
- Easy-Clean Touchpad
- Cord Storage

Model/Product #56206
UPC - 040094562060
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

### Hamilton Beach

#### $219.99 Hamilton Beach Eclectrics All-Metal Stand Mixer

This Stand Mixer features professional 2-way rotating and mixing action, High-Performance Electronics with 400 Watts of power plus a tilt-up head & locking bowl.

Includes:
- 4.5 Quart Bowl
- Pouring Shield
- 3 Mixing Accessories

Model/Product #63232  
UPC - 040094632329

#### $59.99 Hamilton Beach 6 Speed Classic Stand Mixer

This mixer doubles as a hand mixer and peak power makes mixing easy, 290 Watts with 6 speeds & quick burst button.

Includes:
- Shift & Stir Bowl
- 4 Quart Stainless Steel Bowl
- Bowl Rest Mixer Stabilizer

Model/Product #64650  
UPC - 040094646500

#### $89.99 Hamilton Beach Big Mouth Juice Extractor

This Juice Extractor fits whole foods for less pre-cutting and is easy to assemble and store. The extra-large pulp bin lets you juice longer, pulp can be used in recipes or for composting.

- Powerful 800 Watt Motor
- Dishwasher Safe Parts
- Recipes and Cleaning Brush Included
- Non-Retail Packaging

Model/Product #67602A  
UPC - 040094921256
$88.99  Hamilton Beach Big Mouth® Juice Extractor

This Juice Extractor conveniently fits whole foods, it’s easy to assemble and store, has a powerful 800 Watt motor with dishwasher safe parts.

Includes:
•  Recipes & Tips
•  Juicing Cup
•  Extra-Large Pulp Bin
•  Cleaning Brush

Model/Product #67608
UPC - 040094676088

$39.99  Hamilton Beach 1.5 Quart Capacity Ice Cream Maker

Customize with your favorite mix-ins, enjoy ice cream, frozen yogurt, custard, sherbet or gelato, large ingredient opening lets you easily add candy, cookies or fruit to any dessert. Easy-lock lid fits easily on base and locks in place; outer bowl prevents condensation buildup on counter, gel canister fits easily in freezer.

•  No Rock Salt Required
•  Makes Ice Cream in 25-40 Minutes
•  Recipes Included

Model/Product #68322
UPC - 040094683222
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$69.99

Hamilton Beach Stack & Snap™ 10 Cup Food Processor - Black

Assembly is easy – just stack and snap. The big mouth® feed tube reduces pre-cutting and the sealed bowl prevents leaks, powerful 450 Watt motor, cord storage, dishwasher safe blades, bowl and lid.

- Simple Function Guide
- Reversible Slice/Shred Disk
- Chopping S-Blade

Model/Product #70720
UPC - 040094707201

$59.99

Hamilton Beach Chrome Classic Drinkmaster - Chrome

This Drink Master has a classic design with chromed housing. The easy-clean, detachable spindle weighted base provides extra stability, tiltable mixing head and two speeds - 70 Watts 120v/AC Only

Includes:
- 28 oz. Stainless Steel Mixing Cup
- Recipes

Model/Product #730C
UPC - 040094901692

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Presto Powercrisp Microwave Bacon Cooker**

![Powercrisp Microwave Bacon Cooker](image)

$17.99

The easy way to make crisp delicious bacon in your microwave! Simple to load, serve, clean, and store. Bacon cooks leaner and healthier than pan-fried, fat drips into exclusive deep base, fully immersible and dishwasher safe, no tiny hard-to-clean areas, cooked bacon lifts away with the edge of a knife, easy-grasp handle wraps around base so it’s always within reach. Removable cooking racks separate and stack in base.

Model/Product #05101

UPC - 075741051017

**Presto Frydaddy Deep Fryer**

![Frydaddy Deep Fryer](image)

$26.99

Delicious four big servings with just four cups of oil, maintains the perfect frying temperature automatically, easy to clean with nonstick surface inside and out, handy scoop lifts, drains and serves, no messy basket. Snap-on lid stores oil without spills or odor.

Model/Product #05420

UPC - 075741054209

**Presto Cooldaddy Deep Fryer**

![Cooldaddy Deep Fryer](image)

$48.99

Makes delicious deep fried foods fast and easy, exterior handle lowers food into the oil with cover closed to prevent spattering, big 6-serving capacity in a compact size, adjustable thermostat permits easy selection of the desired frying temperature, handy indicator light signals when the oil is ready for frying, locking cover prevents spattering and reduces odors, extra-large viewing window lets you monitor frying without opening the cover, charcoal air filter absorbs frying odors, frying pot is removable for quick and easy cleaning.

Model/Product #05442 – Black

UPC - 075741054421

Model/Product #05443 - White

UPC - 075741054438

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Presto Dualaddy Deep Fryer

Fries up to eight big servings of food, unique oval shape fits larger pieces of chicken or fish, the perfect frying temperature is maintained automatically with no controls to set or watch, heavy cast aluminum body with nonstick finish inside and out for easy cleaning, Snap-on lid allows oil to be stored in the fryer to use again, slotted scoop included. With the handy divider in place, fry two foods at the same time without foods or flavors intermingling. With the divider removed, fry large pieces of chicken or fish in this generous-sized oval fryer.

Model/Product #05450
UPC - 075741054506

Presto Dual Profry Immersion Deep Fryer

Professional-style deep fryer with dual baskets, fries two foods at once or extra large batches, big 12-cup food capacity, oblong-shaped baskets are ideal for frying large pieces of fish or chicken, 1800-watt immersion element provides quick preheating and fast oil temperature recovery, removable heating element and enameled pot for easy cleaning, adjustable thermostat for easy selection of frying temperatures, signal light indicates when oil is ready for frying, cover acts as a spatter shield when lowering food into hot oil, doubles as a large capacity pot for steaming and boiling, great for vegetables and seafood. Heating element and baskets nest inside pot for compact storage.

Model/Product #05466
UPC UPC - 075741054667
$49.99  Presto Dehydro Electric Food Dehydrator

Dehydrates fruits, vegetables, herbs and spices, makes fruit rolls and jerky too! Four-tray system dehydrates foods at a fraction of the cost of commercially dried foods with no additives or preservatives. Can stack up to eight trays, additional trays sold separately, see-through cover lets you monitor drying process, easy to clean- drying trays and cover are fully immersible and dishwasher safe, bottom-mounted fan and heating element provide consistent airflow for optimum drying, no tray rotation needed. Easy to store! Drying trays nest for compact storage.

Model/Product #06300
UPC - 075741063003

$14.99  Presto Add-On Nesting Dehydrator Trays

For use with all Presto Dehydro Food dehydrators to expand drying capacity, trays nest for compact storage. Package contains two nesting dehydrating trays.

Model/Product #06306
UPC - 075741063065

$44.99  Presto 16” Electric Skillet w/Glass Cover

Jumbo size Big 16” base with high side-walls for extra cooking and serving capacity, roasts, fries, grills, stews, bakes, makes casseroles and more, fully immersible with heat control removed for easy cleaning, tempered glass cover lets you see what is inside, great for use as a buffet server when entertaining. Heavy cast aluminum.

Model/Product #06852
UPC - 075741068527
$29.99  Presto Liddle Griddle Mini Griddle

Its 8 1/2” x 10 1/2” cooking surface makes it ideal for one or two servings; heavy cast aluminum base resists warping and distributes heat evenly, enjoy stick-free cooking and easy cleaning with the diamond coat nonstick finish, compact size makes it easy to store or keep on the countertop ready for use, heat control maintains accurate cooking temperature automatically. Built-in grease tray catches cooking drippings for healthier cooking and easier cleaning.

Model/Product #07211
UPC - 075741072111

$49.99  Presto 6 Quart Stainless Steel Pressure Cooker

The smart choice for preparing today’s lower calorie foods, chicken, fish and vegetables cook to perfection fast, helps tenderize leaner cuts of meat, luxurious stainless steel for long-lasting beauty, cover lock indicator shows at a glance when there’s pressure inside the cooker, special bimetal-clad base for even heating.

Model/Product #01362
UPC - 075741013626

$49.99  Presto 12-Cup Stainless Steel Coffee Maker

Brews two to twelve cups of rich flavorful coffee a cup a minute, then keeps it piping hot automatically, signal light indicates when coffee is ready to serve, traditional design provides for elegant coffee service anytime, durable stainless steel construction including the filter basket and perk tube for easy cleaning and lasting beauty.

Model/Product #02811
UPC - 075741028118
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Small Appliances**

**$54.99**  
Presto Pizzazz Plus Rotating Pizza Oven

Cooks fresh, frozen, regular or rising crust pizza to perfection, freezer to perfect in minutes, while ordinary ovens are heating, you’re eating. Rotating tray continually turns the pizza to assure even baking - top and bottom, top and bottom heating elements can be selected independently to make toppings as bubbly and crusts as crispy as you like, removable nonstick baking pan for easy cleaning and compact storage.

Model/Product #03430  
UPC - 075741034300

**$24.99**  
Presto Belgian Waffle Bowl Maker

Makes a 4-inch waffle bowl using your favorite waffle batter, no special batter needed, a delightfully different kind of waffle bowl, thick, fluffy and tender because it is a real waffle! Make hearty breakfasts by filling with scrambled eggs, ham, sausage, hash browns and more. Fill them and pick’em up for a handheld waffle taco, also great for desserts like ice cream sundaes just fill with your favorite toppings: butter and syrup or fresh fruit and yogurt. Easy to clean, nonstick grids for easy waffle bowl removal and fast cleanup. Signal light tells you when the waffle maker is ready to use.

Model/Product #03500  
UPC - 075741035000

**$21.99**  
Presto Poplite Hot Air Corn Popper

Pops with hot air, not oil for an extra healthy low calorie treat, faster, healthier, and much more economical than microwave bag popcorn, pops regular or gourmet popcorn with terrific results - and virtually no un-popped kernels, pops up to 18 cups of gourmet corn in less than 2 1/2 minutes, chute directs popcorn right into your bowl. Butter melter doubles as a measuring cup.

Model/Product #04820  
UPC - 075741048208
$44.99  Presto Profry Immersion Element Deep Fryer

Professional-style deep fryer in a convenient at-home size, oblong-shaped basket has an 8-cup food capacity and is ideal for frying large pieces of fish or chicken. 1800-watt immersion element provides quick preheating and fast oil temperature recovery, steams and boils too great for vegetables and seafood, removable heating element and enameled pot for easy cleaning, adjustable thermostat for easy selection of a variety of frying temperatures. Signal light lets you know when the oil is ready for frying.

Model/Product #05461
UPC - 075741054612

$36.99  Presto 16 Cup Digital Rice Cooker

Cooks 4 to 16 cups of white or brown rice and keeps it serving hot for hours. Simple to use, just add rice & water it automatically switches to warm when done cooking, indicator lights show cook functions for white and brown rice plus keep-warm mode, easy-to-open hinged cover features a carrying handle and removable steam vent, removable non-stick pot for easy serving and cleaning, handy steaming basket lets you conveniently steam vegetables & cook rice at the same time. Includes:

- Nonstick pot
- Steaming basket
- Rice paddle
- Handy measuring scoop

Model/Product #05813
UPC - 075741058139

$89.99  Presto Dehydro Digital Electric Food Dehydrator

Dehydrates fruits, vegetables, herbs and spices, makes fruit rolls and jerky too! Six-tray system for dehydrating goods at a fraction of the cost of commercially dried foods with no additives or preservatives; can stack up to 12 trays. Makes jerky from beef, venison and other meats, includes starter packs of jerky seasoning and cure, digital thermostat and timer for precise drying time and temperature, choose drying temperatures from 90 degrees to 165 degrees F, Bottom-mounted fan and heating element provide consistent air flow for optimum drying, no tray rotation needed. Easy to store! Drying trays nest for compact storage.

Model/Product #06301
UPC - 075741063010

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)
$24.99  Presto 11” Electric Skillet
Roasts, fries, grills, stews, bakes, makes casseroles and more, innovative Evernu cover won’t dent, warp, bend or peel, dishwasher safe with heat control removed. Heat control automatically maintains the proper cooking temperature, deluxe nonstick surface inside and out for stick-free cooking and no-scour cleaning.

Model/Product #06620
UPC - 075741066202

$69.99  Presto 16” Electric Foldaway Skillet
Great for every meal - big 16” base & high sidewalls provide extra cooking & serving capacity, tempered glass cover and stay-cool handle allow skillet to double as a buffet server, heat control maintains the desired cooking temperature automatically, heavy cast aluminum base features a deluxe nonstick surface inside and out, skillet pan and cover are dishwasher safe with the heat control removed, built-in spout for pouring liquids from skillet doubles as a spoon & spatula holder, fold down handles to detach skillet pan from base · with handles folded in the base and cover make for easy storage.

Model/Product #06857
UPC - 075741068572

$32.99  Presto Cool Touch Griddle
Cool touch base surrounds the grilling surface on the front and both sides, low profile design stores easily in kitchen cabinet, premium nonstick surface for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning, fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat control removed, heat control maintains proper cooking temperature automatically. Slide-out drip tray empties easily.

Model/Product #07030
UPC - 075741070308
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$59.99 Presto BigGriddle Cool Touch Griddle

This super-sized griddle is great for any meal it can cook up to 50% more food than other jumbo griddles, premium nonstick surface for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning, slide-out drip tray empties easily, fully submersible with the heat control removed, heat control maintains proper cooking temperature automatically. Huge cooking surface, cooks as many as 12 slices of French toast at one time.

Model/Product #07046
UPC - 075741070469

$47.99 Presto Eversharp Three Stage Knife Sharpener

Three stage sharpening system for professional results at home, sharpens kitchen and sport knives quickly and easily, more economical than taking knives in for sharpening. Interchangeable blade guides provide optimum sharpening angles for three different blade types: thick for hunting and chef’s knives, medium for regular kitchen knives, and thin for light blades like fillet and paring knives. No guess sharpening, blade guides automatically while holding knife at the perfect sharpening angle.

Model/Product #08810
UPC - 075741088105

$59.99 Presto 6 Quart Stainless Steel Pressure Cooker

The smart choice for preparing today’s lower calorie foods: chicken, fish and vegetables cook to perfection fast; helps tenderize leaner cuts of meat, luxurious stainless steel for long-lasting beauty, cover lock indicator shows at a glance when there’s pressure inside the cooker, special bimetal-clad base for even heating. $5.00 is donated to the breast cancer research foundation with every unit sold.

Model/Product #01365
UPC - 075741013657

Small Appliances
**$94.99**  
Presto 23 Qt. Pressure Canner

Holds 7 quart jars, or 20 pint jars, or 24 half pint jars. Designed for easy, confident home pressure canning. The only method recommended safe for canning meats, vegetables, poultry and seafood. Doubles as a boiling water canner for fruits, jams, jellies, pickles and salsa. Ideal for use on regular or smooth-top ranges. Special air vent/cover lock allows pressure to build only when the cover is closed properly. Deluxe pressure gauge registers the complete range of processing pressures.

Model/Product #01781  
UPC - 075741017815

---

**$24.99**  
Presto Electric Tea Kettle

Boil up to a full quart of water super fast, even faster than a microwave! Great for tea, instant coffee, hot chocolate, gelatin desserts, hot cereals, instant soups and more. Anodized interior base resists mineral buildup; helps keep inside clean, built-in whistle lets you know when water is boiling. Thermostat automatically shuts kettle off if it boils dry, flip-up stainless steel lid directs steam away while pouring, easy-grip handle provides comfort and convenience while pouring, large no-drip spout makes filling and pouring easy.

Model/Product #02703  
UPC - 075741027036

---

**$42.99**  
Presto Flipside Electric Waffle Maker

Professional-style rotating design bakes Belgian waffles in minutes; extra-thick grid makes 7-inch diameter waffles and divides them into four easy-to-cut sections. Flips 180 degrees to evenly spread batter for waffles that are crispy outside and fluffy tender inside. Brushed stainless steel exterior for lasting beauty. Easy to clean - nonstick interior wipes clean, easy to store - locks in vertical position to save space.

Model/Product #03510  
UPC - 075741035109

---

Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$12.99  Presto Big Electronic Digital Timer
Simple to set and use with large buttons and big LCD display, counts down from any time up to 99 minutes 59 seconds and counts up for use as a stopwatch, alarm signals when time is up, memory stores the last time setting. Convenient easel stand, magnet and lanyard opening on back.

Model/Product #04214  
UPC - 075741042145

$19.99  Presto Powerpop Microwave Multi-Popper
Endorsed and signed by Orville Redenbacher! Concentrates microwaves so virtually every kernel pops. Pops with or without oil for popcorn the way you like it. Easy to clean - popping bowl and cover are fully immersible and dishwasher safe, the base wipes clean. You choose the seasonings and shortening, no artificial additives, chemicals, or unhealthy saturated fats. Powercup concentrators can be used for multiple batches, a supply is included and additional concentrators are available.

Model/Product #04830  
UPC - 075741048307

$49.99  Orville Redenbacher’s Stirring Popper by Presto
Pops up to 6 quarts of delicious popcorn or kettle corn, motorized arm stirs corn as it pops for virtually no un-popped kernels; built-in melter distributes butter over corn as it pops, cover flips over after popping for use as serving bowl. Pops delicious kettle corn with that genuine old-fashioned taste, just add sugar and salt before you pop and makes a heart healthy snack! Base nests inside cover for compact storage.

Model/Product #05204  
UPC - 075741052045
Small Appliances

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$39.99 Presto Indoor Grill

16” raised grid cooking surface, grease automatically drains from food into drip tray, cool touch base surrounds the grilling surface on the front and both sides, heat control maintains proper cooking temperature automatically, premium nonstick surface for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning, fits in most dishwashers and standard 18” kitchen cabinets.

Model/Product #09020
UPC - 075741090207

$49.99 Presto 22” Electric Griddle w/Removable Handles

Extra-large 22” cooking surface makes enough for the entire family, premium nonstick surface for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning, textured cooking surface provides enhanced nonstick performance and easier cleaning, fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat control removed, heat control maintains proper cooking temperature, removable handles for easy cleaning and compact storage.

Model/Product #07061
UPC - 075741070612
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$379.00 Vitamix TurboBlend Two Speed

Black TurboBlend with intuitive high/low control efficiently processes whole fruits/vegetables with consistency, create smoothies, hot soups, and frozen desserts. 64oz container is perfect for family meals and entertaining; one machine to chop, cream, blend, heat, grind, churn. Includes: spiral-bound cookbook with chef-tested recipes and tamper included to help you process thick mixtures, easy to clean.

Model/Product #1782
UPC - 703113017827

$399.00 Vitamix S50 Personal Blender

With premium Vitamix engineering in a sleek compact design, the S50 offers powerful high-performance technology and it also has the convenience of a personal blender, easily create single and double servings of your favorite recipes and take them to go. Includes:
• 20 oz. travel cup with flip-top lid (BPA free) that fits in most cup holders
• 40 oz. container and spill-proof vented lid (BPA free) that blends thick, hot, and frozen mixtures
• Recipe cookbook from the Vitamix kitchen

Model/Product #57925
UPC - 703113579257